2021 FULTON COUNTY 4-H SCHOLARSHIPS

Jacob Hite Memorial Scholarship
Allison Herr

Trish Andre Advisor’s Memorial Scholarship
Weston Ruffer
Avery Monahan

Clark Biddle Holstein Scholarship
Nicholas Mazurowski

Biddle Scholarship for Continuing Education
Eli Warncke

Cook Memorial and Recognition Award
McKenna Thierry

Biddle Scholarship for H.S. Grads or College Students in Trades or Skills
No qualified applicants this year

Biddle Scholarship for H.S. Grads or College Students in Education
Autumn Ehrsam

Biddle Scholarship for H.S. Grads or College Students in Science & Technology
Brayden Monahan

Biddle Scholarship for Medical Science and Technology
Hannah May Borton

Horse Council: 1 male/1 female (or 2 females if no males apply)
Baylee Lumbrezer and Natalee Rose

Tonia McQuillin 4-H King & Queen Scholarship
Mace Reckner and Kadence Carroll